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Information about SGA in the EuroGeographics webpages

• [http://www.eurogeographics.org/content/struve-geodetic-arc](http://www.eurogeographics.org/content/struve-geodetic-arc)
SGA basecamp

- https://basecamp.com/1917326/projects/968315
Management Mechanism

• The document was not changed
  – CC in Vilnius 2014 decided that its valid
• Do we need any change?
• At least the correction of OUV shall be executed
UNESCO initiatives (1)

• Guidance from the 40th session of World Heritage Committee in Turkey
  – Encouragement to members completing prior any activity in sites initiating:
    • *Heritage Impacts Assessment, HIA*
    • *Environmental Impact Assessment, EIA*
  – Convention 5a: establish State policy for better integration of sites to public life and planning programmes
UNESCO initiatives (2)

• Strength Management, Monitoring, elaborate Action Plan.

• Helsinki action plan

• Coordinators are asked to fill the questionnaire contributing to Monitoring Survey
UNESCO initiatives (3)

• Recommendation for a translation of the valid Outstanding Universal Value description of Struve Geodetic Arc to national languages
Thank you for the attention!